1 415 466 5559
vit@iva-soft.com
1755 Trinity ave,
apt. #66,
Walnut Creek,
CA, 94596

SKILLS

Languages
++Swift
++Python
++C
C++
++Objective-C

Vitaly Ishkulov
software engineer with more than six years of experience
working on web and iOS projects; I’m looking to become part of
the iOS developers team.

EXPERIENCE
Co-founder and CEO @ Caerus Innotech // May 2011 – Current
Caerus is a boutique Russian IT-company with multiple international clients.

**

The company received more that $30k in government grants for two research projects: algorithm of
super scaling that enabled images to be significantly enlarged while preserving its details; clustering
and heuristic search for images on a set of emotional characteristics using neural networks.

**

The company has been working with multiple clients around the world from a variety of sectors: concert
agency with international and US presence, wellness startup (Germany), auto sales company (Latvia),
electronic commerce company (Spain) as well as Swedish
and various Russian companies.

**

The scope of work included working on the web, mobile and IT-infrastructure services;
billings up to $150k.

++C#
++Octave
Matlab
++JavaScript
++HTML5
CSS

Frameworks
++Cocoa Touch
++.Net
++jQuery

User experience/user interface engineer @ SKB Kontur // Summer 2011
SKB Kontur is in top-10 Russian IT-companies that provides electronic document
management systems for businesses.

**

Developed interface for the core company business service—electronic exchange
of the financial transaction documents. That project resulted in an integral business
service that helps customers to cut paper usage and save $2.16 million on mail delivery.

**

Developed logic and interface for the filters that allowed to search for any internal document within the
company.

++LESS
++Ruby on Rails

Server
Platforms
++Debian
Ubuntu

Deputy director @ NTZEMI (Ural Plant of Electrical products) // Sep 2007 – Jan 2012
NTZEMI is leading manufacturer of industrial electrical equipment.

**

Introduced in 2008 CRM-like electronic system that tracked activity in every marketing channel, which
brought complete transparency on the effectiveness of the marketing budget distribution and led to a
substantial increase in promotion efficiency.

**

Collaborated on founding a subsidiary company that provided repairing and modernization services
that expanded clients base and allowed to increase income while sales dropped during the crisis and
recession of 2008.
Net income went 60% up.

**

Prepared and conducted commercial negotiations with our Chinese partners.

++Windows Server
++Cent OS

Databases
++MySQL
++MS SQL
++SQLite
++MongoDB

Source
Control
++Git
++SVN

LANGUAGES
++Russian (native)
++English (fluent)
++German (preintermediate).

EDUCATION

**
**
**
**
**

Ural Federal University, MSc Math and Computer Science, class of 2015 (GPA 5.0 of 5).
Yandex School of Programming, class of 2015.
Kontur School of Industrial Programming, class of 2015.
Ural Federal University, Specialist Degree in Marketing of Industrial Goods,
class of 2010 (GPA 4.9 of 5).
Public Speech Training // English and German language courses // Kontur Programming Camp //
Coursera.

ACHIEVEMENTS

**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**

Diploma with Honors at the Ural Federal University, 2015;
Apple WWDC’15 Scholarship winner;
Innoprom TechFame winner, 2013;
Startups to Change the World Contest winner, 2011;
Diploma with Honors at the Ural Federal University, 2010;
Gold medal of exhibition for NTZEMI Industrial Company in
"Promotion of Innovative Products" nomination, 2008;
Golden Site Award for the website design, 2008;
Silver Medal for achievements in studying, 2005;
UNESCO School 1st place award for the best public speech, 2003.

